UNSOLICITED GIFT
She replied, as she dung with sliding finger-tips on the crumbling
edge of politeness: "I can't help it, it's dicky; how can you possibly
sit there and..."
"Dicky." A flaw somewhere, like the flaw in the substratum
under Los Angeles which caused the earthquake at the end of
March, 1933, the earthquake whidbi found me delicately stepping
into my bath at Santa Monica; the tremors and shivers afterwards
("temblors" is their technical name) went on for eleven days.
Now I confronted Dido, myself potential with an eleven-day
temblor: "Give me an instance of what's dicky* Where have
I been dicky ? I've been talking about music as it strikes me, as
I react to it; I've owned that Tm ignorant and haven't the smallest
authority where music's concerned; that's different. But where
is it dicky ?"—(the word that got my goat).
Out of the hurly-burly I gathered some of the things that had
chiefly shocked her; one or two were legitimate: that I should
.have given "a good second-rater", as she called Grieg, precedence
over composers the size of Schubert and Mozart; and included
none of Mozart in my records; and dismissed the composi-
tions of Schumann and the piano music of Chopin "just like
that".
A lull in the battle while I admitted that this was kind of funny
(funny, not dicky); but that though while I listened to Mozart,
I let his music flow over me with the utmost pleasure, I could not
appreciate keenly enough what I preferred in him, to the rest of
Mtn; all of it was lovely as far as I was concerned, except, as I have
said, the operas; but I could not produce one separate record of
which I might say: " This goes with me to the desert island; not
that and that and that, but this"—as I can over Grieg. I called
upon a useful ally in Robert Graves's poem, feeling quite sorry
that Dido, though a pedant, was not also one of those hands-off-
musio-in-literature people, for it would have now lent further
substance and breadth, to say nothing of length, to our clash:
.,. Mozart
Had snatched me up fiinftng and wild at heart
To a green land of wonder, where estranged
I dipped my feet in shallow brooks, I ranged
Rough mountains and fields yellow with small vetch:
Of which, though long I tried, I could not fetch
One single flower away, nor frojn the ground
Pocket one pebble of die scores I found
Twinkling enchanted thete,..
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